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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As Summer gives way to Autumn we cannot but note the intense activity of Wirt Għawdex
during the last few months. A number of our efforts have come to fruition. To mention a few
we are pleased to register the successful completion of the restoration project of the historic
niche of “il-Madonna tar-Rummiena” in the Nadur/ Xagħra/Xewkija/Victoria junction. This
was a major job which involved not only the restoration of the architectural features of the
niche but also the recovery of the various features of both the niche and the statue therein
contained. I must confess that the effect is truly dramatic.
The other important
job
was
the
restoration of the
baroque statue of St
George atop a private
building in Enrico
Mizzi Street, Victoria.
These
two
jobs
undertook over a
period of a few
months and involved
various techniques. We are very pleased to note that in the
process of carrying out these restoration jobs under the direction
of professional restorers we trained a number of Government
employees who were seconded to Wirt Għawdex courtesy of the
Minister for Gozo. We have therefore produced a nucleus of
trained and motivated persons who would be of immense use in
future. Ongoing work on the re-erection of the VR stone
indicators included the cataloguing, photographing and
relocating the stone structures which were originally meant to
indicate property belonging to the Government. They are now an
important feature of the Gozo landscape. Work has started in
earnest on the restoration of the iconic statue of “is-Salvatur” on
a hill overlooking Marsalforn. The work is being undertaken by
the Government employees attached to and under the direction
of Wirt Għawdex. In the very near future the statue will not only
be fully restored but will also be floodlit. The fact that it stands
on a hilltop with little access facilities presented a challenge
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which could only be met if scaffolding and other implements
were delivered on site by helicopter. The Ministry for Gozo
undertook this project which hopefully will be finalised as soon
as the wintry season makes work on this exposed site even more
difficult and dangerous. Wirt Għawdex has other projects in the
pipeline and hopefully work will start on them soon. I have
already alluded to the work performed by young Government
employees engaged by the Ministry for Gozo through one of its
employment schemes. They were seconded to Wirt Għawdex for
a number of weeks. During this period these previously
unemployed youths enthusiastically embraced the training
programme which Wirt Għawdex prepared for them and as
stated they now form a nucleus of a restoration team which
could be profitably used in other conservation projects not
necessarily by Wirt Għawdex but to satisfy Government needs in
this important sphere. Unfortunately all that has been achieved
was tempered by the forced isolation and closure of the Mġarr ix
-Xini Tower in the second part of the Summer. This was of course
due to the temporary conversion of the adjoining filming site for
the production of what has been described as a likely
blockbuster. Though Wirt Għawdex welcomes film productions
shot in Gozo it cannot but deplore in this particular case the lack
of information and discussion regarding closure of one of our
major sites in the high season. We registered our protest with
the Film Commission and as I write this message we are still
hopeful of a positive outcome.

The successful conclusion of useful restoration projects encourages us to take on other
ventures in the near future. This makes our organisation a live and important one in
the cultural and heritage fields of Gozo and the enthusiasm generated by well done
jobs spurs us on to conclude other projects which we have in the pipeline.
Finally a word of thanks to our hardworking committee headed by the Executive
Secretary who made all this possible.

Franco Masini
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Risking Their Lives For The Survival Of Their Children
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Up to a couple of decades ago the life and survival of the majority of the Gozitans
depended entirely on agriculture and fisheries. The standard of living was extremely
low and many of the numerous families of the time suffered poverty and hunger.
An event which caught the attention of writer and artist Jean Houel
when he visited Gozo and published an account and views of his
voyages in 1786, was the way by which many Gozitan men used to
put their lives at risk to procure food for their families. Houel
describes how Gozitan men used to scale the precipitous cliffs of Ta’
Ćenċ and Dwejra using hand and foot holds cut into the rock face until
they could tie a rope to a rock and lower themselves up to about
twenty feet above the sea level and suspended there they spend
hours fishing. Houel was so impressed by these men that he left a
fairly long description of their exploits.
“Despite all this a group of men of this island, together with their
families survive only by daily exposing themselves to danger, while the
weather is fine, by coming to fish for their catch at the base of these
cliffs: they climb down from the summit with the aid of little footholds
in the side of the vertically cut rock, and although they can scarcely
secure a footing, they put their lives at risk on these perilous stairways
and descend, reaching as close as twenty feet above the surface of the
sea. Here they spend sometimes the entire day, until they have caught
enough; then they climb up as they came down, at the risk of hurtling
into the sea a thousand times over. Most of them do not even bring a
rope to lessen the danger, and those who do use it only where it would
be impossible to arrive without aid. But people have told me that the
fish here are excellent and occur in great abundance”. (Text from
English translation published by Wirt Għawdex in 1999)

Incidentally some days ago I was walking along the coast near the Xlendi coastal tower and I could barely make out these
much eroded hollows in the form of steps. Looking at such features from a distance would make one shiver let alone risking
your life everyday to scale or climb the cliffs using these hollows.
Unfortunately, Houel left no drawing of these fishermen. The French writer Frederick Lacroix in the article entitled Histoire et
Description de l’Isle de Malte which he published in French in the encyclopaedic collection entitled L’Univers Pittoresque in
1840, published the engraving which I am showing with this article. Both with regard to text as well as in some of the
drawings, Lacroix copied blatantly from Houel. The exquisite engraving being shown is, however, completely original and he
does add a detail which is not found in Houel ‘At some time this practice of fishing and hunting which was practiced also in
Malta was prohibited because the Order felt that it was not acceptable that one should expose himself to such dangers which
could even lead to death. This prohibition, however, was not at all effective in Gozo because the crave for the prohibited fruit
increased the desire of Gozitan fishermen and hunters to continue practicing this tradition’. Lacroix published not less than
forty one engravings of Malta and Gozo the majority of which are based on original drawings. Unfortunately to date we still
do not know who was the artist who executed the original drawings though we know that the engraver was AugustineFrançoise Lemaitre.
The engraving shows three fishermen hanging along the cliffs by knotted ropes, one is lowering himself down, one is fishing
and the other entering a cave on the cliff edge to collect eggs or pigeons. It seems that this experience left a lasting
impression on Lacroix. In fact he finishes his description of these fishermen thus; ‘This is the life that has to be lived by
Gozitan fishermen, a life full of dangers and troubles, a life to which they have become accustomed because notwithstanding
the hardships and dangers nothing frightens poverty’.
The engraving is entitled Peche a l’ile du Goze and measures 140mm x 101mm.
This article was written by John Cremona
Executive Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex
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BY Frans Attard

Whenever I mention ‘Fougasses in Gozo’, most of the time I am asked what these ‘Fougasses’ are. This clearly
shows the fact that these historical weapons are not only forgotten, but unfortunately unknown to most Gozitans! These
are part of our Gozitan heritage and we need to give more attention for their preservation.
The Fougasse is in very simple words, an ingenious type of cannon
or mortar hewn into the rock, normally as in the case of the
Maltese islands by the sea-side in a bay. These therefore were
coastal weapons against invaders. The Fougasse has a conical
shape similar to an inverted funnel dug in the rocks at an angle
with the narrow part deep into the rock and extending to the
surface in a wider circumference. Diameter of the top part varies
but those in Gozo are about two metres. These are also of
different depth but in the region of three to four metres.
Gunpowder was placed in the innermost part linked by a fuse to
the surface. The Fougasse was then filled with stones of various

sizes. When fired it would scatter a hail of fast-moving stones
across the area to its front. Normally there were two (sometimes
more) Fougasses guarding a bay one on each side. If the enemy
boats enter the bay the Fougasses are fired simultaneously thus
spraying stones on the invading boats. The first documentation
about Fougasses is a list written in 1715 of 48 projected Fougasses
in Malta. Gozo was not included at that stage. Those in Gozo were
built or hewn after this date of 1715 but before 1761. In fact there
were 50 Fougasses in Malta and 14 in Gozo. In 1770 Lord Brydone
(A Tour Through Sicily and Malta, published in London in 1773)
wrote about ‘these hollowed mortars’.

Where are the Fougasses in Gozo?
Xatt l-Aħmar
In Gozo the only one
preserved and studied is that in Ix-Xatt lAħmar
in
Għajnsielem. Thanks
to Dr. Stephen C. Spiteri, the well known
scholar in Military Architecture and the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage, this Fougasse was cleared
and studied some years ago. It is worth a visit. The
others are almost ‘unknown’ and left to deteriorate.

Żewwieqa
The other Fougasse is in Żewwieqa in the
area known as Blata l-Bajda at Għajnsielem
but bordering with Qala. This Fougasse is on
the foreshore opposite the historical
military entrenchment. At present the
Fougasse is filled-up with rubble and the top
is covered up with shrubs. It could easily be
cleaned and exposed similar to the one at ix-Xatt l-Aħmar
mentioned earlier. Further work could be carried out to restore
the nearby entrenchment. This embellishment could revamp the
whole area and extend the Żewwieqa swimming and recreation
area by simply levelling about 500 metres of the present
footpath. The Fougasse would then be admired by all.

Marsalforn
In Marsalforn, there is still part of a Fougasse beneath St. Mary Street but this is in a
garage which is never opened. The least that could be done is to change the actual
wooden door by a glass door and illuminate the interior. Better still; the garage could
be used to host an exhibition about Fougasses in Gozo.

Ramla l-Hamra
The next one is in Ramla l-Ħamra, on the right (Nadur) side. The Fougasse was cut out in a
large boulder lying directly by the sea and when the sea is rough it gets eroded. This Fougasse needs to be preserved and most importantly made known to the thousands of bathers who go to Ramla without having the slightest idea of its existence. Technically speaking
the whole or part of the boulder could be lifted by using a floating crane, and placed inwards by a few metres in the adjoining field. Then this could be enclosed by a low fence and preserved. However this will be an expensive operation which may not be justified at the moment. Alternatively the Fougasse could be exposed to the public by having a
spotlight (using solar energy) on it and having a signboard in the adjacent field giving full information about the Fougasses in Gozo.
Other Fougasses
It is known that there were other Fougasses in Gozo: one in Mġarr, two in Ħondoq ir-Rummien and three in Qala point including one
on the Ġebla tal-Ħalfa which may still exist. Besides preserving those that we know are still visible we can research deeper to find
where all the14 Fougasses were in Gozo and try to locate any remains. We could assign this research to a Gozitan University students
by giving them all the necessary help and funding. We need to highlight these historical Fougasses and make sure that all that
remains is saved as these are part of Wirt Għawdex and the Maltese heritage.
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Madonna tar-Rummiena Niche
The restoration of the Madonna tar-Rummiena
niche on Triq il-Madonna Tar-Rummiena, Xewkija
(at the crossroad of Xagħra/Nadur/Xewkija) was
recently carried out through a joint project between
the Ministry for Gozo and Wirt Għawdex. This old
niche, made of globicerina limestone, has a statue
of the Madonna and Child who is holding a
pomegranate, thus giving the niche its name. The
niche also has representations of burning souls on each top side and a Celtic type cross
in the middle, also made of limestone. In the 1970’s the niche was moved a few metres
to its current location in order to accomodate the widening of the street. The niche has
a wood and glass panel on the front. Over the years, the
niche had been covered with various layers of repair
materials such as cement which were then painted over.
The bottom portion of the front wood panel seems to have caught fire at some time,
possibly caused by a lit candle inside. The original Celtic cross had been replaced with a
more recent and smaller cross. Due to the heavy-traffic of the location, the stone-work was
visibly deteriorated and was in need of a major clean-up and restoration. Initial
consultations and scientific studies on the paintwork and the state of the statue and niche
were carried out by Heritage ResCo. The statue was then taken down and moved to Wirt
Għawdex HQ for restoration. It was interesting to find that both figures have glass eyes and
both had many layers of different coloured paint. As these layers started to be taken off, facial features became more
apparent and modifications to the Madonna’s head were also uncovered. Once the original colours were exposed, the
repainting of the statue was carried out.
Old pictures showed an original larger and different style cross. While cleaning the surroundings of the niche most of
the pieces of the original Celtic cross were found and could then be put together and restored. This original cross is
much more in proportion to the size of the niche and has been re-installed on top of the niche. The wooden parts of the
niche were also restored including the replacement of the burnt portion. The stone of the niche itself was cleaned and
restored where necessary and left in natural stone.
Waterproofing was inserted between the field soil
and the niche to mitigate the water seepage from
the surrounding fields. This will help minimize the
dampness inside the niche itself. The niche will
also be lit up.
Wirt Għawdex Secretary Giovanni N. Zammit, who
coordinated the project, said that this project was
made possible thanks to the Gozo Minister who
has entrusted to Wirt Għawdex a group of workers
with a diversified skill set and restoration
experience under the ‘Cleaner and Greener Gozo’
scheme. Funding for these projects is mainly
through the Special Projects and Development
Directorate at the Gozo Ministry and donations.
Photo Joseph J Zammit
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St. George Statue
This stone statue of Saint George , which is found on top of a private garden wall in Rabat, was originally made for the corner of
Library Street and St. George Street in Victoria. In 1925 it was replaced with a larger statue, also of Saint George, which is still there
today and locally known as ‘San Gorg tal-Hagar’. An early 20th century aquarelle by Edward Caruana Dingli (National Museum of
Arts) shows the original smaller statue still in that corner. It is probable that when it was moved in 1925, it was re-located to a street
wall across from the main entrance to the Gozo Seminary. Some time later, it was moved once again to its present location across
from the Pompeii convent. Although most people know this statue either as painted white all over or else with the stone mater ial
showing through (as it was recently due to its
deterioration), this painting by Caruana Dingli
clearly shows that the statue was fully coloured at
the time. The restoration of this statue of Saint
George situated in Enrico Mizzi Street required
extensive work. The statue is made of Globigerina
limestone and was heavily eroded. Some parts
were actually missing including one hand and the
dragon’s head. Iron rods inserted during previous
restorations to stabilize the statue had rusted and
broken through the stone. All restoration work
had to be done in situ due to the fragile state of
the statue.

Once the statue was cleaned, the

original colours could be seen in the stone and
these colours were confirmed through a scientific
analysis of paint samples from the statue. The
statue has now been completed and uncovered
and new lighting is also planned to highlight this
newly restored piece of Gozitan heritage.
The statue has now been completed and uncovered
and new lighting is also planned to highlight this
newly restored piece of Gozitan heritage.

Details of deterioration and damage of
statue before restoration
Photos by: Hubert Saliba
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Is-Salvatur
The biggest challenge of this programme is without doubt the restoration of the statue of the Salvatur on top of
Merżuq Hill at Marsalforn. This is the latest version of the image of Christ which replaced an older version in 1978. The
first statue was actually erected in 1904 on this 97 meter high rock hill and thus the hill became popularly known as
‘Tas-Salvatur’.
Many legends surround this hill including the belief that it was once a volcano — an idea that has been dismissed by
geologists. Another legend is that God punished Gozo by covering the island in darkness for three days after which a
beam of light (a merżuq) appeared on the hill which gave it its original name.
Today's statue is a copy of the statue of Jesus the Redeemer found in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. It is made of concrete
covered with fibreglass which gives it better weather resistance and has internal metal supports.
As indicated in a technical restoration report by restorer James Licari, works required include the repairing of physical
damage such as the top of the head, the nose and foot of the statue and also the removal of unsightly vadalism such as
writing and engraved graffiti. The goal is to have the restored statue lit up by a PV lighting system.
This project started with the required scaffolding, tools and equipement being delivered to the top of the hill thanks to
the Armed Forces helicopter. This phase was organized by the Projects & Development Directorate who coordinated
the event with the Malta Armed Forces, Civil Protection Unit and the Gozo Police.

Photos by Donald Camilleri

Scaffolding getting a helicopter ride!
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Although it is hoped that the work itself will be done before winter sets in, it very much depends on the
weather (it is not safe to work up there on windy or rainy days) and the amount of damage to the
structure encountered during the restoration work.

Men at work

Room with a view-perfect for a coffee break
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Visit from the
Hon. Minister
for Gozo
Dr. Anton Refalo

The Hon. Minister for Gozo Dr. Anton Refalo, took the time to tour our various
ongoing projects. He started at our HQ where he could view the restored statue of
the Madonna and Child (tar-Rummiena). He then proceeded to the outskirts of
Xewkija to view the ongoing works on the niche itself which was also nearing
completion (the niche has since been completed). He then went to view the fully
restored statue of St. George located in Enrico Mizzi street (across from Pompeii
Church). He was impressed with the standard of work carried out and the dedication
of the team of workers assigned to Wirt Għawdex who have worked so diligently to
finish these projects. Dr. Refalo also took the opportunity to deplore the vandal acts
that, unfortunately, occur too frequently and called on the need to instill a civic
sense in all Maltese and Gozitans .

Photo MGOZ George Scerri

Freedom Sculpture
Last month we also undertook the
cleaning of this public sculpture located
at Mġarr Road at the crossroads of road
to Rabat and road to Chambray. The
large, round bronze art piece, by
Gozitan artist John Grima, needed
maintenance work to remove a large
amount of moss that had accumulated
on it.
The three ETC workers we have working
with us took on the project and spent
several days cleaning and scrubbing the
moss away. They then polished the
entire sculpture with a specialty wax to
deter moss from growing again.
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Tower
Access to Mgarr ix-Xini Tower has, unfortunately, been
closed for several months due to the filming in the
area. Wirt Għawdex is very disappointed that this
happened without any consultation or prior notice to
us. As you all know, this site is only accessible during
the summer months and by closing it off from May to
November, it has the same effect on us as if it was
closed for a whole year. This has had a negative effect
on our funding since we are forfeiting all donations
usually left by visitors during the open months as well
as other substantial donations usually left by groups
who ask to spend weekends there (we have had to
turn down requests by Scout groups and local young
people groups). We also had to turn down a possible
lucrative opportunity to have a company hold regular
activities there throughout the summer. As well, we
had to cancel fund raising activities we were planning
at the site. There is no chance of recovering any of this
funding since it will be too late in the year by the time we are given access again. Another negative effect is the
inability to do any of the yearly maintenance work we normally carry out on the tower and its surroundings
during the summer months. Again, it will be too late to do this once the fields are sown and the rains have
started.
We have had several conversations, discussions and exchange of emails with the filming company (Pelikola), the
Director of the Malta Film Commission and MEPA officials but so far have not had a positive response. We will
not give up yet and will keep you informed.

Going Forward
The success of the restoration work done by our group has increased awareness within the
Gozitan community and requests for other restoration work are coming in from various
entities. The Minister is assessing these requests and will decide whether to prolong their
assignment with Wirt Għawdex so we can continue with this work.
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As usual we have our SOK students who have
worked on an interview with government
architect Ivana Farrugia. Ms. Farrugia has
worked closely with Wirt Għawdex on some
restoration projects Here’s what Jasmine
Bajada, Jasmine Xuereb and Kimberly Debrincat
found out about our talented Gozitan architect.

We met up with Ms. Ivana Farrugia who has been working in
architectural restoration after graduating and continuing her studies
for two and a half years in Rome. Working for fourteen years in this
area has rendered her quite an expert on this subject so we were more
than glad to listen to her shed some light on architectural restoration.

There is more to restoration than meets the eye. Ms. Farrugia
explained that every building or painting has a “certain value”, either artistic or historical, which is intervened
upon in restoration. This process has three main phases, the first being documentation where as much historical
information as possible is gathered, consisting of graphical and written evidence. This phase is important
because the people working upon a particular historical heritage have not built it themselves so they must learn
about it in order to respect the work of their forefathers and thus protect its antiquity. After this phase is
completed, they move on to the second phase: the actual intervention on the site which comprises three phases.
First, the building is cleaned in order to evaluate the damage present. Then, consolidation takes place to prevent
further damage. Following it is short term protection from the elements so that the intervention does not
disintegrate straight away, though restoration cannot last for a long time. In fact, restoration if maintained can
last up to 15 years. The third and final phase is re-documentation which consists of short write-ups and photos to
serve as documentation for future restoration projects.
The duration of restoration is a
combination of size, extent of
damage, human resources and
availability of funds. Taking in
example the preservation of the
Citadel fortifications (one and a half
km)
whose
costs
rose
to
approximately 6 million euro,
preparations started in 2007 with the
application for EU funds including a
stone to stone basis plan and the
quantification of the damage.
However the actual intervention on
the building started in 2011 and
ended in December 2013.
Ms. Farrugia also shared with us the
difficulties she encounters in her job.
This job also has its boring side for
example paper work and applying for funds. Also the person in charge has a
lot of responsibility on their hands since the building is not theirs so all
workers must be watched closely in order to prevent further damage. The
workers must firstly realise the particular value of the site they are working
on in order for their intervention to be a good one. Furthermore, on the work site there should be mutual
respect among all the workers so that no conflicts arise and all goals are achieved.
Ms. Farrugia also showed her gratitude towards the work Wirt Għawdex are continuously doing, taking into their
own hand the restoration and maintenance of historical sites while giving use to them while respecting their
heritage.
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GRAND AUCTION

British artist and senior art tutor Roger R. Jones kindly donated to
us one of his original water colours to use as a fund raiser. It is a
beautifully rendered depiction of a view from the saltpans at
Marsalforn and it is approx. 47 cm X 47cm.

The painting is also very nicely mounted and framed by
Gozo Arts. Some of the students working with us this
year have opted to do the fund raising part by selling
raffle tickets for this picture. You might come across
them at different venues and we hope you will support
their efforts.
Tickets will be 2 euro for 1 ticket or 5 euro for 5 tickets.
Tickets can also be obtained by contacting us through
membership@wirtghawdex.org
We will draw a winner on December 15, 2014 - in time
for Christmas.
This framed artwork will make a beautiful gift for the
winner or to give to a loved one.
We thank you for your support.

This summer we hosted a few groups from all walks of life. Here are some pictures of the Sliema Cubs who
came to the Cittadella Wirt Għawdex sites. Clearly they enjoyed themselves and asked all sorts of intelligent
questions. Our tour is very interactive and we organise it in a way so that young children get to participate.
In fact everyone gets so engrossed in the tour that the guide has to gently remind the leaders to give the
children a chance to answer. Wirt Għawdex would like to thank the Cubs for their generous donation. You
can see more pictures on:
http://photogallery.sliemascouts.net/Cubs/2014/Summer-Camp/i-LpSJFZS.
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COMPETITION
Competition in this issue is:
In his article Risking Their Lives For The Survival Of
Their Children, John Cremona yet again delves into the
writings of Jean Houel and talks of how Houel describes
the Gozitans dangerously fishing off the cliffs in Gozo.

The winner of our last
competition was Juliet Borg and
she came to our headquarters all
the way from Malta. There she is
on your right collecting her prize
from a Wirt Għawdex member.
In the bottom photo Juliet is
being presented with the free
membership for a whole year
with Wirt Ghawdex. Let’s hope
we’ll see Juliet more often to our
island—Well Done Juliet

Our question is: Where are the two places that Houel
wrote about how the Gozitans did their fishing?
Please send in your correct answer not later than 1st
November, 2014 to
The Editor at: membership@wirtghawdex.org
Or at the address given below on your right.
The first correct entry will win a hamper of wines and
other goodies. We are also adding a whole year of free
membership to Wirt Għawdex for one Adult.

Hello all
As expected, August has
been one of the busiest
months at our 2 sites.
These are some total
statistics:
No. of visitors - 3,983
Donations - 649 euro
Publications - 255 euro
Well done and thank you all
for your efforts.

Good Luck

We are pleased to announce that Rosabelle Pavia
a committee member and known by many of you
for her musical talent, has been seconded to Wirt
Għawdex in order to help us deal with the muchincreased workload. Rosabelle will be manning
the society’s headquaters and one of her main
duties will be to open our HQ on a daily basis.
Rosabelle’s main priority right now is to set up the
office so that we can officially open the premises
in October. Our land line telephone number at the
office will be 21562666.
Once the office is up and running, Rosabelle will
also be busy with many responsibilites including
coordinating our events and activities.
Welcome Rosabelle!
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“To Foster the
Knowledge of
And
Safeguard the Natural,
Archaeological,
Historical
and
Anthropological
Heritage
of the Islands of
Gozo and Comino.”

membership@wirtghawdex.org

October/November we will have a two-part lecture to be delivered by Paul Cassar.
Part I is on Friday October 31 – “Victoria Friaries…their historic value”
Part II is on Friday November 7 – “Victoria Friaries …their artistic value”
In November, we also hope to have a small programme at the chapel to
commemorate the feast of St. Cecilia. More details later.
The usual notification and opportunity to book seats will be sent out as usual closer to the date.
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